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ENVIRA GALLERY, NEXCESS
BRING BEAUTY AND PERFORMANCE TO
HAWAII PHOTOGRAPHER’S WEBSITE

Many individuals hire photographers to capture big
life events — weddings, newborns, family portraits,
and more. A good photographer can capture the
essence of the moment to last a lifetime.

The photography
industry is
projected to be
worth $44.07
billion by 2025.
- Business Wire

As such, the professional photography industry is
growing. Estimated at $36.42 billion in 2021, the
photography industry is projected to be worth
$44.07 billion by 2025.
With growth comes a competitive landscape. A
quick Google search will show you just how many
photographers there are for every niche imaginable.
It’s undeniable: the world of professional photography
is competitive. And that makes it all the more critical
to stand out online.
When prospective clients want photos done, they
reach out to local photographers to schedule sessions
— but ﬁrst they research their options online, as
consumers do with just about any purchase.
In order to stand out, it’s imperative to have a
beautiful, high-performing website to showcase
your professional photography. That’s exactly what
photographer Chelsea Heller wanted in her website.
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THE MAKINGS OF A GREAT
PHOTOGRAPHY WEBSITE

Gone are the days of hauling the family to the photo
studio for a professional portrait in front of a backdrop.
Now, professional photographers take their clients
out to scenic and meaningful locations to capture
them out in the world’s most beautiful places.
Located in Maui, Chelsea Heller had the perfect
backdrop for her professional photography
business, Chelsea Heller Photography. With photos
taken on the beach, in the jungle, or in front of
scenic sunsets, Chelsea Heller needed a website to
share her work with the world — and to show off her
stunning portfolio.
She hired Chelsea Kohl of FLYING 'OKOLE to create
her website — one that would represent her brand,
attract prospective clients, and showcase her
photography. Kohl works mainly with WordPress
websites as a freelance developer. When building
Chelsea Heller’s Photography website, she was
careful in her WordPress plugin selections.

Chelsea Heller Photography
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The imagery needed to be the star of the show — so
Kohl selected the premium WordPress gallery plugin,
Envira Gallery.

WHY ENVIRA
GALLERY?
In her experience, Kohl had worked with other
WordPress gallery plugins, but she selected
Envira Gallery because of its ﬂexibility, as well as
the look and feel it provided.
Chelsea Heller Photography

Given that this was a photography website, she needed
the photos to be the main focus — and it was critical to
showcase them just right. She also wanted a plugin that
would protect the copyrighted images from being
downloaded from the website.
With other gallery plugins, Kohl found that it was harder
to get the imagery on the website just right. She had
difﬁculty getting the photos to lay out correctly on the
site. But Envira Gallery provided her with the right levels of
customization, and she liked how it centered photos in
masonry view — something other plugins lacked.
Chelsea Heller Photography
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Kohl is a fan of Envira Gallery and purchased a Lifetime
License to continue using it in the future.

The support is awesome.
The level of detail for
WordPress speciﬁcally
is just what I need —
especially as a
one-woman
development show.
It’s nice to have technical
support outside of
yourself that’s on call.
- Chelsea Kohl

POWERING SITES WITH
WORDPRESS HOSTING
FROM NEXCESS
Kohl also happens to be a customer of Nexcess. She
relies on Fully Managed WordPress hosting by
Nexcess to host her own personal website, as well as
a number of other sites she works on.
“The support is awesome,” says Kohl. “The level of
detail for WordPress speciﬁcally is just what I need
— especially as a one-woman development show.
It’s nice to have technical support outside of yourself
that’s on call.”
With WordPress experts available 24/7 to help,
Nexcess is always there to help customers with any
issues they may face.
Together with Envira Gallery and Nexcess hosting,
Chelsea Heller’s photography site is not only stunning,
but is also fast loading, secure, and high performing.
Learn more about the Envira Gallery plugin and fully
managed WordPress hosting from Nexcess.
Explore Envira Gallery
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Explore WordPress Hosting

FULLY MANAGED WORDPRESS HOSTING FROM NEXCESS
We make content and commerce platforms easier to build on.
At Nexcess, we care as much about quick onboarding as we do about quick load times. We’re not just concerned with caching,
but effectively managing unexpected trafﬁc bursts with instant auto scaling built-in. We check plugin updates automatically
with visual regression testing before applying any changes to your live site. And of course, we offer 24/7/365 access to WordPress
experts when things go sideways.

With Fully Managed WordPress Hosting from Nexcess, you get:
PREMIUM TOOLS
Everything you need to optimize including WP Merge,
iThemes Security Pro, iThemes Sync, Qubely Pro.
IMAGE COMPRESSION
Reduce the size of your PNG and JPEG ﬁles without
compromising quality while drastically improving load times.
VISUAL COMPARE
Every night we create a copy of your site and update your
plugins so it’s easy to see changes, and get ahead of issues
before your site goes into production.
PRE-INSTALLED PLUGINS
The Nexcess Installer makes it easy to add recommended
plugins to get the most out of WordPress including Async
Javascript, WPDisable, Recapture, Yoast SEO, and more.
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And if you’re running an ecommerce store, we offer Fully
Managed WooCommerce. Fully Managed solutions from
Nexcess gives you peace of mind that we’re always handling
your site speed and security, and support from experts is
available whenever you need it.

READY TO GO?
Start your 14-day free trial with Fully
Managed WordPress today.
Start Your Free 14-Day Trial

